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Editorial
Our thanks to all members who provided material enabling us to produce a 16-page issue of the magazine
this time. Welcome to Leeds Eastern Fire Heritage Group who introduce themselves in the second article.
We have included part of the latest Under Fire Museum’s newsletter which we think you will find
interesting. If any other member produces a newsletter please send us a copy.
We wish all members a happy and successful 2019
Please keep sending articles and your news. The last date for copy for the May edition is April 1 2019.
Cover Pictures

Leeds Eastern Fire Station( Gipton)

Top 50th Anniversary of Station opening plaque
Left The abandoned Fire Station.

Right The Fire Station as it is now.

AGM FRIDAY 19 TO SUNDAY 21 OCTOBER 2018

Alan House

Roger Pickett

Alan Jones

Derek Stevens

Fire Heritage Award
Bob Wright
On the Saturday morning delegates gathered at the Sky Solent Museum for a series of talks by Alan Jones
creator of the Museum, Derek Stevens and Alan House, Hampshire Police and Fire Heritage Trust and
Roger Pickett, Essex Fire Museum. After a super buffet lunch there was time to explore the museum’s
exhibitions.
Bob Wright, Scottish Fire Heritage Group started the afternoon with a talk on Historic Ship Fires. Delegates
then gave updates from their groups before the formal AGM. Carl Bell stood down from the committee, but
will still run the website. David Rogers, Massey Shaw Education Trust, was elected to fill the vacancy. All
other members of the committee will continue to serve.
The suggestion of presenting the Dedication to Fire Heritage Award to Phil Consadine was warmly endorsed
by all present.
At the dinner a raffle was held and raised £139 towards funds.
On Sunday the visit to Amberley Museum and Heritage Centre was made in lovely autumn weather. There
was an incredible amount to see and it is a wonderful use of an old chalk pit.

LEEDS EASTERN FIRE HERITAGE GROUP
The Eastern Fire Station on Gipton Approach, Leeds was opened in 1937 to serve the vast housing estates
which had been built in East Leeds. At the time it was a new state of the art fire station for Leeds City Fire
Brigade, complete with Fire Training School, Brigade Workshops and a depot for a large contingent of the
Auxiliary Fire Service. During its time the Eastern Fire Station was the busiest fire station in the whole of
West Yorkshire. After nearly 80 years of sterling service Eastern Fire Station or Gipton, as it was known,
was closed along with Stanks, in 2015 and replaced by a new fire station at Killingbeck. Leeds' oldest
existing station was boarded up and started to go into disrepair.
Meanwhile two locally based community organisations, GIPSIL and Zest For Life approached the Leeds
Community Foundation to see if it was possible to save the building for the community by converting it into
a Community and Enterprise Hub. The Leeds Community Foundation managed a significant fund set up by
the late Jim Heselden, a local businessman who was born and brought up in East Leeds. Following
discussions with Jim's family the Leeds Community Foundation was able to make a grant from Jimbo's
Fund to finance the purchase and renovation of the former fire station. Other third sector partners also came
on board as potential tenants.
Architects and contractors were appointed and the renovation of the old Eastern Fire Station was completed
by August 2017.The building has now been transformed into a bright, vibrant Community Hub. Many of the
original fire station features have been retained which include old water pumps, the firemen's poles, unique
floor and wall tiles.
The Old Fire Station, as it is now known, is keen to retain its links with the Fire Service and the important
role that it played in the history of Leeds City Fire Brigade and West Yorkshire Fire Service. As a result the
Leeds Eastern Fire Heritage Group has been formed under the guidance of the Space 2 Community Project.
The Group is made up of past fire service personnel who served at the Eastern Fire Station, family members
of former firemen and fire service enthusiasts who have a strong affinity to the old station. There are plans
to document as much of the old station's history as possible from pre war, through wartime , the Cold War
up to the present day. In addition it is also the aim of the Group to create a museum within the centre
displaying the history of the fire station with artefacts from its time under both the Leeds City Fire Brigade
and West Yorkshire Fire Service.
The Leeds Eastern Fire Heritage Group are a vibrant body who meet bi weekly during the summer and
monthly during the winter. To date we have held a very successful Fire Engine Day at the Old Fire Station
which it is hoped will become an established as an annual event. Fire Heritage Days have been held at the
centre with ex serving fire service personnel showing films of the old station in operation and giving
personal related experiences of their time when serving at Gipton. These have proved to be very popular and
there has been a demand for additional sessions to be run. We are also currently liasing with other museums
in Leeds with a view to loaning exhibits and equipment in order to help get our museum established. With
this in mind may I take this opportunity to ask if anyone has any Eastern Fire Station or Leeds City Fire
Brigade material or artefacts they would be willing to loan or donate to please get in touch. We would also
like to ask if any other Fire Heritage Network UK members have any lockable free standing display cases
they could loan us or sell cheaply to please get in touch.
We thank the Fire Heritage Network UK for accepting us into the organisation and look forward to
networking with fellow members in due course.
Brian King Leeds Eastern Fire Heritage Group Rep
brian.p.king@btinternet.com
01347 811532 07749 011355

The Martin Cultivator Company- Stamford
This firm of agricultural engineers produced a fire engine in the 1920’s/30’s. I have photos of the pump they
also produced one of which is at the Mansfield Fire Brigade Museum and another at Castle Ashby House in
Northamptonshire. Does anyone know if a Martin fire engine is still in existence or has a photo of one.
Phil Morris

A STORY OF A SPECIAL QUEST
With many preserved fire and emergency vehicles available there is a wide choice for a fire enthusiast or
organization. Few however get the opportunity to recover the ‘One’ the No.1 Pump they began their fire
career alongside as a teenage volunteer fireman. The members of The Paper Trail Heritage Fire Brigade in
Hemel Hempstead, which is made up largely of ex John Dickinson Firemen, have recently experienced this
good fortune.
Back in 1956 the John Dickinson’s brigade from Apsley Mill Hemel Hempstead, under the direction of CFO
Ralph Tompkins, made what was at the time a somewhat radical decision to replace their two full sized
appliances with three purpose built S1 86-inch Land Rovers and three matching equipment trailers.
The rationale was that with two static fire pumps of 1,000gpm each plus three trailer pumps which could
give a potential total output of 3,250 gpm the fire protection priority would give speed and flexibility with
full site access. Land Rover XUR 651 was the rapid response pump/ladder, first line vehicle of the three;
eventually 651 was disposed of in 1991 and went into preservation.
Recently, Chris Tompkins, son of the late Apsley CFO and himself a former Apsley Fireman obtained 651.
Needless to say, all in the PTHFB are more than pleased to have XUR 651 back in the fold. Here is Chris’s
story of the return.
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The Acquisition of John Dickinson Number 1 Fire Engine Land Rover
I left school at age 16 and started at John Dickinson’s Apsley Mills, Hemel Hempstead as an Apprentice
Engineer. Dickinson’s were Paper Makers and Manufacturing Stationers, the fire risk was high and
following a number of fires at various times at Dickinson’s Mills they formed their own Private Works Fire
Brigade in 1883, with a fire team at each of their UK establishment. I applied to join the Apsley Mill
Brigade as a volunteer soon after starting work. The Apsley Brigade was a prize team and after proving
myself, I was offered a place in the tournament team.
In reality I was following family tradition, my late father Ralph Tompkins had joined the Apsley Brigade
prior to WW2 appointed CFO in 1945. It would be fair to say I was encouraged to join up but not coerced.
The Apsley Fire Brigade was disbanded in 1991, a few years later I joined Sappi Graphics, Nash Mills, Fire
Brigade (Sappi had taken over the former Dickinson’s Nash Mill) the Sappi FB were still attending the
annual British Fire Service Association (BFSA) tournament and I continued with them up to the year 2000;
which was the last ever BFSA tournament.
At the time this seemed to be the end of my involvement with Fire Brigades and Fire Engines. However, I
was taken to a local steam rally in 2013 and was reunited with some of my former ex-Dickinson fireman
colleagues and other enthusiasts, who now formed the Paper Trail Heritage Fire Brigade. (PTHFB) I was
inspired with their fire engines, a Dennis Ace and a Green Goddess, and I took the opportunity to get
involved.
Much of the conversation in the PTHFB often ended focusing on the ex-Dickinson Apsley Fire Brigade
Series One, No 1 Land Rover Fire Appliance, XUR 651 which they had tried to get back with no success.
Wishing to be part of this merry band of men, I had nothing to offer, as most of the vehicles and other
equipment belonged to them... so I had an idea!

My late father, Ralph Tompkins, whilst he was Chief Officer at the John Dickinson’s Apsley Fire Brigade
(1945 - 1980) launched the initiative in 1956 to switch from a Leyland Cub fire engine to three Land
Rovers, as the current machine a Leyland Cub was far too big to use in the factory complex. It was replaced
by three Land Rovers. Land Rover XUR 651 being the first- line rapid response machine.
I saw it as my mission to bring the No 1 Land Rover back to Hemel Hempstead; to display her with the
existing PTHFB veteran machines, and to be a lasting memory of my father. I proceeded discreetly, so as
not raise false hopes within the PTHFB.
I first contacted DVLA to see if I could find the address of the present owner, but that never worked out;
after all, I had no experience of tracking down a vehicle before and this was all new to me. So, I contacted
the only-known purchaser of the vehicle, my friend and ex-JDFB CO (2013) Melvyn Ouseley, who bought
the vehicle when the Apsley Mill Brigade was disbanded. He had put it up for auction in 2006. Melvyn
checked through his paper work and came back to me with the name & address of the person who brought it
from him.
In September 2013, I contacted the purchaser to see if he still had the Land Rover and it turned out that he
did... so I then knew where it was located! After a few emails and bids made by myself and a German
collector, he said it was not up for sale because he felt it was part of his family.
Then in August 2014, I had the opportunity to acquire another series 1 Land Rover, which used to belong to
Cranfield College of Aeronautics. I needed to make a quick decision because there was also another
interested party, despite the Apsley No 1 XUR 651 still being on my mind. So it was an easy purchase!
At last I had something to offer to the Paper Trail Heritage Fire Brigade group. Nevertheless, despite it
being in good condition, it was not the ex Apsley No 1. I knew in my heart, I would not be happy until I
had done all in my power to try to bring the ‘old girl’ back home.
I continued to make regular contact with the owner to try and persuade him to sell, but it seemed he was not
going to change his decision. By complete chance, the owner made contact with my friend Melvyn, to say
that he was thinking of finding a new home for it. So, I started the negotiating process over again in
October 2017, when I made him an offer for XUR 651 which he accepted. Whilst preparing my trip to
Stoke-on-Trent to view the No 1, I received an email from him to say that he was going to pull out of the
sale. Needless to say, this was a massive disappointment
However, luck was eventually on my side, he had another change of heart in January 2018 when I received
an unprompted email from the owner offering to sell it to me, as he felt he could not justify keeping it. He
explained that it had not been started up for about 18 months and he had not displayed or rallied XUR 651
himself. I immediately took him up on his offer and went up to see him, we shook hands...and as they say
‘the rest is history’!
There is still some restoration work to be carried out on the No 1 Land Rover along with the process of reequipping it with original equipment. Regardless, I think the Paper Trail Heritage Fire Brigade are more
than happy with the result. In the meantime, they have managed to get back the 1938 John Dickinson Dennis
Trailer pump; so, the No 1 and the Dennis pump have been reunited after a ‘separation’ of about 27 years!
Both have been on display at this summer’s vintage vehicle rallies.
C G Tompkins The Paper Mill Heritage Fire Brigade July 2018
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A CORNISH GEM
Every now and then a photo lands on my desk that warrants further investigation or a little detective work.
One such photo was of a steamer from Tehidy House. Whilst the photo showed the steamer in all its glory,
where was or is Tehidy?
I was quickly informed by my wife that Tehidy was and still is a large estate in Cornwall. Now I have heard
of other estates in Cornwall with fire engines such as Lanhydrock, Tregothnan, Caerhays and Cotehele, plus
the manual fire engine from the estate at Boconnoc which is now on show at Lanhydrock, a National Trust
property. But the photograph shows a large Merryweather steamer. So what more could be found about
Tehidy and it's fire engine?

Tehidy up until late 1915 was owned by the Basset family. Many generations ago, relatives of the Basset's
arrived on English soil from Normandy during the Norman Conquest and finally settled in Cornwall. Tehidy
was purchased in the 12th century and gradually increased in size. The house was rebuilt during 1861 - 1863
and by 1873 the Basset's owned 16,969 acres of Cornwall, making them the fourth largest local landowner.
Whilst their wealth mostly came from leases for tin and copper mining on their property, the family also
operated their own mines. Tehidy was in the parish of Illogan, a relatively poor area of Cornwall although it
had mining and a powder mill to provide employment as well as a large number of local inhabitants worked
on the estate and in the house. By 1915 the family had moved and in 1918 Tehidy House was taken over by
Cornwall County Council as a hospital but also as the county war memorial. Originally intended for treating
Great War veterans and TB suffers, victims of strokes and other aliments were also cared for until the
hospital closed in the 1950's. Unfortunately in 1919 rather in a similar way to so many other stately homes,
Tehidy burnt down but was then rebuilt.

Tehidy house 1919

But what about our steamer? Well after some detective work, it turns out this was not the first steamer
purchased by the Basset's for Tehidy. The first arrived in 1865 and again was from Merryweathers. This was
apparently a 250gpm pump. Additionally the family purchased hose, fittings and extinguisher equipment for
the mansion. However prior to this purchase, the estate did possess a fire engine, as on 19 September 1860 30
tons of hay were consumed by fire. The incident was attended by Tehidy House Fire Engine.

The Royal Cornwall Gazette published April 2 1868 gives a report of the trial for local councillors and
interested parties of a steam fire engine in Truro. Present included Mr Merryweather and Mr Basset who
kindly agreed to the trial. The report includes that an engineer and fireman from Tehidy House assisted. The
engine is described as now being 280gmp although most of the article relates to how high jets could be
projected. Interestingly the paper indicates that including all fixtures the engine cost was £400 with hose
being extra. This would tally with the £423 the first Tehidy steamer cost.
The Cornish Telegraph reported a fire in Tyack's ironmongers on Church Street, Camborne where the only
fire hose available was from the local water company. A mounted messenger was sent to Tehidy asking for
their steam fire engine which turned out manned by estate workers. Whilst it took sometime to attend, the
estate engine and brigade helped prevent any further damage. The report in February 1886 concludes by
indicating that the town possesses 'no effective fire apparatus to cope with a fire'.
In January 1888 a serious fire occurred in Redruth when the ironmonger shop belonging to R Mitchell and
then the stationers, printing works and publishers of the 'Redruth Independent' caught fire. The blaze
threatened the Town Hall, County Court Buildings and Registrars offices. Billowing smoke and flames soon
alarmed the local population to the extent that between 3 and 4,000 people soon were watching. However the
lack of fire fighting measures meant that although the fire started just after 9 o'clock it was not until 12 that
the Falmouth steamer arrived followed shortly afterwards by Tehidy's appliance and brigade. Later Penryn's
engine also attended.
In another newspaper report Tehidy Park fire brigade in 1893 have a Merryweather 'Greenwich Gem' steam
fire engine.
A large fire in June 1899 sees the Tehidy fire brigade and steamer joined by Redruth's steamer attending
premises belonging to Mr Penberthy's in the village of Illogan. Mr Penberthy's business included jobbing
carpenter, wheelwrights and undertaking. The fire caused over £500 worth of damage and houses in
adjoining Churchtown suffered smoke damage.
On Sunday 1 February 1903, around 5pm the staff notice a fire in the front hall of Tehidy mansion. Fire
alarms were sounded, the estate fire brigade responded but the fire was extinguished using 'Fire Queens'
stationed around the house. Two years later in September 1905 the brigade attended another fire in Illogan
when another hayrick caught alight.
One of the last incidents attended prior to Tehidy being sold occurred on Feadon Farm, Porthreath when
three very large straw ricks were set on fire during September 1911.
The local newspapers for 1917 announced the sale of the contents of Tehidy estate including a 'fire engine'.
We have to wait until an advert published on Monday 17 September 1917 from Wm. Rose & Co,
the auctioneers, not only giving more details but including 'Merryweather Fire Engine - and fittings with sets
of hose, etc. (capacity 360gpm) in excellent condition'. In the accounts for the County of Cornwall War
Memorial up to December 31, 1918 show £300 for the purchase of a fire engine to protect the estate and
hospital and ancillary buildings. The plot thickens however as according to the Cornishman & Cornish
Telegraph published on Wednesday March 5, 1919, they state that the fire engine is not the original Tehidy
fire engine. Therefore it is even more interesting that there is no mention of any estate engine or estate fire
brigade in the many reports of the great fire in 1919.
Later details state that there was a fire engine house situated in the grounds near the lake, however on
consulting maps there is more than one lake!. The estate is now a country park, whilst the area around the
rebuilt house is private. As for the steamer in the photograph, it is alive and well being looked after by the
West of England Steam Engine Society.

Nigel Crompton, MA(British History- First
World War Studies

FLOOD HERO TURNS UP (IN DISGUISE) AFTER 65 YEARS !
In 1953 parts of Europe were devastated by a major weather catastrophe which caused widespread destruction.
In Britain this manifested itself as the East Coast Floods, which saw unprecedented mobilisations of fire
appliances, not seen since the war, when firemen from all over the country proceeded eastwards to help with
rescues and pumping out. Many people lost their lives in the disaster, including in vessels lost on the North
Sea, and much heroic work was carried out by firefighters.
There was equivalent devastation across the sea, with Holland suffering particularly badly. To assist with that
country’s recovery one British brigade, Manchester, donated a redundant appliance to the Dutch government.
The vehicle was a Fordson Heavy Unit, supplied by the NFS and which had already served for 12 years when
it left here for a new life in Maassluis in the South Holland province in 1953.
Its expected life span over there was probably not high but sixty-five years later the Fordson has re-appeared
in a privately-run fire collection in the Netherlands looking completely different. A chance enquiry to Greater
Manchester Fire Service Museum by its current owners has revealed that, a few years after arriving at Maassluis,
the Fordson (reg. GJJ 126), was given a new, Dutch-built body, whilst retaining its Sulzer fire pump and right
hand drive configuration. The Museum was able to confirm the story from Manchester Fire Brigade records
and turn up a 1949 photo for comparison.
The rebuilt appliance now forms part of a 30-strong fire appliance collection in Holland which is not currently
open to the public.
PHOTOS :

1.
2.

GJJ 126 seen at Manchester Fire Brigade HQ in 1949 (GMFS Museum)
The Fordson as she looks today (M. Van der Vis)
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Bob Bonner Greater Manchester Fire Service Museum
A MESSAGE FROM DOWN UNDER
We have been working hard at setting up the New Zealand Fire Museum Network and its finally happened!
So far we have seven museums/collections signed up and a couple more have indicated that they will do so
in the near future. There are only about 12-14 in the Country that we are aware of, so we are doing well.
We still do not have our own "home" but hopefully that will be changing in the near future as the Fire
Service or Fire & Emergency New Zealand as it is now called has found somewhere for us. We also have
our first vehicle, a 1940 Ford Mercury V8 that has been gifted back to us from the Museum of Transport and
Technology here in Auckland as they are not able to maintain it as per the original deed of gift. Our second
vehicle is not far away but we have to arrange to get it from the other end of the Country which is causing
minor problems.
Just wanted to keep you up to date as to what has been happening "Down under"
Colin Prince Secretary Auckland Fire Brigade Museum and Historical Society
We have the contact details for Colin for anyone visiting New Zealand and who would like to visit a Fire
Museum ( Editors)

SURREY FIRE BRIGADE’S NEW CALL-OUT SYSTEM
While visiting the Postal Museum, Mount Pleasant, and London I found the following article in the July
1960 Post Office Magazine and the museum have given me permission to use it.
Surrey Fire brigade took a stride forward when it decided to dispense with the conventional method of
calling out fire appliances (engines) and replace it by a system using teleprinters for the remote control of
station call bells, call lights, sirens and bells in firemen’s homes. It is believed to be the first firemen’s call
–out system of its kind in the world.
By the old method all fire calls received at the telephone exchange were passed to the local full-time station
over an exchange line –the connection was usually made by dialling seven digits for example WIM 2222. A
fireman on watchroom duty was always standing by to answer the call, to take down the address of the
incident and, if possible, obtain the caller’s telephone number. As soon as he understood the message he
operated a bell push which caused the station bell to ring continuously for 30-60 seconds.
After giving the essential details to the officer-in-charge of the appliance the watchroom duty man remained
behind to advise the Divisional Headquarters (a) that an appliance had been sent out (b) to order out
reinforcements as necessary (c) to advise police and other necessary organisations (d) to accept further calls
for fire and relay them to Divisional Headquarters.
Some local fire stations had one or more subordinate retained (part-time) stations located in villages many
miles away. The watchroom attendant, by operating a time switch, caused the village siren to sound a
continuous note for a period of approximately one minute - at night by intermittently ringing bells in the
firemen’s homes. The first one to arrive at the station used the private line telephone to obtain the relevant
information from the parent station.
By the new method, most fire calls received at telephone exchanges are passed directly over private lines to
Fire Brigade Headquarters Central Control at Reigate, where a firewoman is immediately available to accept
them.
While the firewoman is writing the details on a message pad the Mobilising Officer (a leading firewoman)
listens in to the conversation on a monitor telephone head-set and extract the appropriate card from the street
card index which states exactly how many and what type of appliances should be sent to the fire risk
concerned. She then refers them to a wall-sized map equipped with magnetic discs showing the location and
types of appliances standing by, and she tells the teleprinter operator the name of the station to be alerted.
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While the firewoman is still obtaining information from the caller the teleprinter operator calls the
appropriate fire station and, by typing a special code, she causes the bells in the station to ring automatically,
or to sound the village siren or call-bells in the firemen’s homes. Within a few seconds she can transmit
details of the fire. (Photo 1)
The whole process takes between 30-60 seconds and quite frequently the appliances are manned before the
message is actually sent out. (Photo 2)
The scheme has been welcomed by the firemen as it means they can go out to a fire instead of leaving one
man behind to answer the telephone. In addition many of the appliances which were understaffed can be
turned out fully manned.
Written by E.N. Jack, Sales Representative LTR, SW Area
Do our readers know when this system was replaced and can anyone identify the appliances? Janice Morris

THE SILSBY ENGINE
Phil Consadine was sent a photograph of a Rotary Fire Pump and having carried out research on the Internet
he has submitted the following :–
From what has been said before, it would be natural to conclude that rotary steam engines never did a useful
turn of work in their history. You would be quite wrong.
The rotary steam engine found a niche driving rotary water pumps on early steam fire engines. Such engines
were made by Silsby and also Ahrens. These engines were horse-drawn; steam only powered the pump.
Why did it succeed here, and here alone?
The rotary steam engine type used was light, compact, simple and reliable.
A short working life was no drawback- a fire engine spent a very small proportion of its life actually
pumping. (In 1937 consultant engineer W E Millington stated that the running time of a London fire engine
pump was 5 weeks in a total working life of 15 years)
The high steam consumption was of little interest- the cost of coal must have been a miniscule proportion of
the cost of maintaining a fire brigade and turning out to a fire. It is significant that none of the many photos
of old steamers show any lagging on the boiler or steam pipes. It was accepted that fire engine boilers had to
be driven very hard, with a lot of priming, and that they needed the continuous attention of a skilled and
experienced man.
Another possible reason is that if the gear-type rotary engine worked non-expansively- which it certainly
appears to do- then there would have been a lot of energy left in the exhaust steam. The exhaust was directed
to a blast-pipe in the chimney (just as in a steam loco) to increase the draught. Given the emphasis on raising
steam in the shortest possible time, a powerful blast might well have been more important than economy.
This notion is backed up by contemporary pictures of steam fire engines in use, with smoke rushing
vertically out of the chimney.

Left: The internals of the Silsby rotary steam engine.
The engine and pump were invented by Mr Birdsall
Holly.
The two rotating elements were known as "revolvers". The packing consists of blocks of metal
pressed outwards by springs. No expansive use of
steam is apparent.

Left: The internals of the Silsby water-pump. Very
similar indeed to the engine. The engine and pump
were claimed in the same patent by Birdsall Holly.

Silsby rotary steam fireengines were first manufactured in
1856. The rotary pump had
been patented the year before
by employee Birdsall Holly.
Silsby steamers were highly
successful. Silsby was the only
firm that built more than 1000
engines. In 1892 the company
was merged into the American
Fire Engine Company.

The rotary water pump was probably a good deal more efficient than the rotary engine that drove it, because
the sealing problem is much easier when you are dealing with a viscous fluid like water.
The reign of the rotary steam pump was relatively short. By the late 1800’s it had been displaced by the
centrifugal pump which required high rotational speeds.
Phil Consadine E.C. Member
DISASTROUS FIRE IN PLYMOUTH.
14th August 1866
£20,000 Damages.
Yesterday morning, shortly after four o’clock, a fire of a most destructive nature, resulting in a loss of nearly
£20,000 worth of property, occurred to the Tan-yard, situated in Tavistock Road, belonging to Mr. Charles
Tanner. It would seem that at the house resided a member of the borough police force called Monkley,
residing in the vicinity of Vinegar hill, was aroused from his slumbers by the shout of “Fire”, and observing
an unusual glare of light, he rose and came to look out of the window, and glancing in the direction of the
Tan-yard he at once saw that some portion of the building adjacent to the grounds of Sherwill House,
belonging to Mr. Caleo Trotter was on fire. He dressed himself as quickly as he possibly could, and
immediately ran in the direction of the blaze, and ascertained that it was Mr. Trotter’s coach house which
had become ignited. At the time of the occurrence the stable contained some valuable horses, a brougham,
complete sets of harness, and a quantity of hay, &c. Monkley succeeded in liberating the horses, and after
doing this, he gained access to the Tan-yard, and roused Richard Moyse, who resides in the yard ; and
although very little time had elapsed since the discovery of the conflagration, it became observable that the
flames had communicated to a large building used as a store for wool and hides. A general alarm had by this
time spread throughout the neighbourhood, and messengers were despatched in various directions for
assistance, Mr. Tanner, jun, and Mr. Sims (the foreman) being amongst the earliest on the spot. Nothing,
however, could be done to check the progress of the flames until the arrival of the fire engines, and those
who had assembled employed themselves in removing the hides from the ground floor, the flames
meanwhile spreading with almost inconceivable rapidity. It was now about half an hour from the time the
first alarm was given ; the fire had obtained a thorough hold of the building, and was fast reaching direct
across the entire range, threatening to demolish the adjoining dwelling-house and adjacent sheds. Just at this
critical juncture the West of England Fire Engine arrived, under the superintendence of Mr. W. Marshall,
who immediately took up a position near the fire-plug at the corner of Tavistock-place. The water was soon
turned on, and the hose was passed up the street, through the passage of the house occupied by Mr. Moyes,
into the yard, and commenced playing on the southern end of the burning building, but with no visible effect
for some minutes. At this time Mr. Tanner, jun, who had been throughout most perservering in his efforts to
stay the progress of the devouring element, procured a ladder, by means of which he reached the top storey
of the building, and with the aid of a tomahawk, succeeded in forcing an aperture, through which the hose

was passed, and soon did the incessant stream of water poured into the burning mass produce a most
wholesome effect. Whilst, however, the efforts of the West of England engine were being directed to
prevent the extension of the flames in this direction, it was ascertained that they were making fast progress
in another direction. Just as this fact made itself apparent, the fire engine attached to the Borough Brigade, in
charge of Mr. Superintendent Lethbridge, Mr. McKeer, and Mr. Blackmore, arrived on the scene of the
conflagration, taking up a position immediately in front of the main entrance, and attached their hose to the
fire-plug at the corner. There was great difficulty in obtaining sufficient water to feed the engine properly,
and, consequently, the stream of water which was emitted from the jet was so feeble that it was
comparatively useless. Whilst efforts were being made to obtain more water, the Steam Fire Engine
belonging to the Liverpool and London and Globe Insurance Company came up drawn by two horses, in
charge of Mr. Radden and Mr. Kempe. The fire had been lit before starting and by the time the engine
arrived full steam was up and she was ready for immediate action. The seeming difficulty of obtaining
sufficient water at first suggested itself, but this was soon got rid of, some person giving the information that
the town leat flowed near the spot and on a search being originated it was ascertained that the stream could
be reached through a “man hole” just outside the Dartmoor Inn. The engine was accordingly drawn to this
vicinity, and in a very quick time the two hoses were attached, passed up the centre of the yard, and brought
to bear with full force upon different parts of the building, whilst the West of England engine shifted its
operations to prevent the fire from extending to the glue house, bark store, and leather lofts, which had
actually become ignited, but fortunately, were immediately extinguished. The effect of the tremendous
streams of water poured into the main seat of the fire in the wool store was most instantaneous, and from the
time the engine had got fairly into operation there was not a doubt in the mind of anyone present that the
conflagration would be confined to the wool store, and heard were the exclamations in praise of this modern
invention. The fourth engine to arrive was that from the Citadel, manned by a party of Royal Artillery men,
the officers in charge being Messrs. Beat, Little, and Davis. This engine was stationed at the corner of
Gibbon-street, and did good execution in preventing the spread of the flames in the direction of the leather
lofts. A detachment of the 65th and 80th Regts. from Devonport were the next to follow, in charge of Capt.
Bluett, 65th, Adjudant Butler, 65th, Lieutenants Prunefather and Tabateus, and Quartermaster Purcell, 65th,
Lieutenant Peters, 80th, and Lieutenant Norris, 80th. A large number of Marines were also on the ground,
under Colonel Drury and Adjudant Shanks. Lieutenant Pine was in charge of a body of blue jackets from the
Royal Adelaide ; and Captain Ewart and Lieutenant Ching had command of a party of sailors from the
Cambridge. These men rendered most efficient service, and exhibited the daring pluck which is
characteristic of our blue-jackets. With their assistance an immense quantity of wool was removed from the
building, the men exposing themselves to no ordinary danger inconsequence of the burnt rafters which were
falling about in all directions, and actually burning over their heads. The artillerymen were also exceedingly
active in saving property, and in several instances some of the town had very narrow escapes from receiving
severe injuries. On one occasion some of the debris gave way, and precipitated three or four of them to the
ground, but we believe they received no very serious injury. Whilst speaking in the highest terms of
commendation of the conduct of the men, we must not omit to chronicle the efforts of the officers - more
particularly those belonging in the artillery and in the navy. They did not hesitate to expose themselves to
the same risks and dangers as those under their command, and we must say that they are deserving of every
praise that can be accorded them. Neither can we say of the services rendered by our borough police force, a
strong body of which was present under the command of Colonel Vivian, chief constable ; Superintendent
Thomas, Inspector Green, Sergeant Murch and Sergeant Manning. Mr. Elliot, builder, Mr. Rowley,
inspector of nuisances, and others were also most efficient in their efforts to extinguish the flames. In the
early portion of the proceedings they were of essential service in protecting the property which was rescued
from the flames, and preserved good order amongst the crowds that had congregated to witness the fire. The
building in which the wool and hides were stored was a three storey one, and it had been completely burnt to
the ground, very little remaining but the walls. The contents were insured - we regret to say not to their full
value - in the West of England, the European, and the Atlas Fire Insurance Companies.
Mr. Trotter is also a sufferer to some considerable extent, he having lost several complete sets of beautiful
harness, in addition to which are Brougham was completely charred - in fact rendered almost entirely
useless. His two horse carriage, however, escaped with little or no injury. The origin of the fire is quite a
mystery. There seems to be little doubt that it originated in the coach-house and so communicated with the
wool store, which is immediately contiguous to it. The coachman states that he left the stables on the

previous evening at six o’clock, everything than being quite safe ; and he also states that there had not been
anything there in the shape of fire for the past three or four days. The supposition, therefore, is that someone
- tramps it is believed - entered the stable during the night for the purpose of sleeping, and indulged in a pipe
before they departed. A spark may have fallen from the pipe, and this would really account for the
conflagration. The ruins were smouldering during the whole of yesterday, and the scene was visited by large
numbers of people.
Finbar Nolan
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New Accessions
Just a couple of pieces added: a 1970’s commercial vehicle first aid kit and two Middlesex tunics. One is a
Station Officer, the other is postwar AFS. I have had all these many years but they have now been
accessioned as they are going into the reserve store. I mentioned the ARP signs last time - this is what the
enamelled ones look like...

Museum Updates
Having received a couple of £20 donations this year I have bought a couple of folding chairs to replace the
two dodgy ones. Allegedly varnished they proved on arrival to be plain wood. Primered in white emulsion
at home, they are now in the museum and will be painted green.
The extremely temporary showbiz display done for the Festival has been packed away and the proper NFS
materials replaced. This was only in time for the last open day on 30 September, but at least the bits are in
the right place again.
The Refuge Room has also been completely emptied again as Neil is going to effect a better repair on the
damp roof panel in the corner. Work has now started on renovating the Company Officer's room and
accessioning the exhibits it contains.
Events attended
The Twinwood Festival was as usual our biggest influx of visitors all year. UNDER FIRE was open from
midday Friday for about 10 hours and a fair few came through after they had set up their stalls/tents/mobile
homes. The Man From The Ministry officiated that day as the civilian kit doesn't get much of an airing
otherwise. The big numbers came through on the main show days where they were greeted respectively by
an NFS fireman, Company Officer and Canadian Firefighter. One costume a day is quite enough for me to
contend with. Again we were open for 10 hours over the weekend days, and finally off site 7pm on the
Monday.
Thanks to all who attended to keep the fire station going, including the contingent from the K2 Preservation
Trust. All very welcome and all very helpful as fire crew and ARP.
I did a few days at the house before dropping off and picking up a few bits at the museum on the Thursday
on my way home. The Fire Guard trolley, which is a genuine RAF one (not sure if WW2 or a bit later) is
moved out of the fire station for this show to give a bit more room for people to circulate. This year it was
tipped (carefully) down the steps into the entrance of the concrete air raid shelter and upended. On my return
after the show it had disappeared! The thieving herberts dismantling the Colonial Club marquee had
whipped it, presumably to shift waste as it was next to their large bin of rubbish. It was taken back into

custody and next year it will have to be chained to one of the trees behind the building. At least they saved
me the effort of heaving it out again.
The latest Bedfordshire Museums Group meeting was held at the Military Intelligence Museum,
Chicksands. About 5 years since I was there last so had a look round after business was concluded. They
have a nice SOE tableau which is about the size of the one Chris Whippe and I have done at Twinwood,
only in their case obviously with a bit more funding. For technical reasons I was unable to photograph the
display. The technical reason being that the camera was at home.
Vintage Plastics

This year's special exhibition, was on vintage plastics, part of which is shown in the above photograph. The
picture frame at the back belongs to Chris Whippe. The sailor in it was my uncle who served on HMS
Penelope in the Med. Next year I will be featuring vintage packaging as the collection seems to have
acquired lots of tins, packets and bottles. Not just food, but first aid, workshop and office stationery things
The display showed some of the items made of plastic from the 1930’s-1950’s from various parts of the
collection. I am not an expert in the materials, so there are quite a few guesses (if it's black or dark brown it's
probably Bakelite!)
Early design helmet made from compressed cotton Picture frame in speckled Bakelite
fibre, shaped and riveted from the flat
Shaving soap holder in Formaldehyde
Alternative design helmet in Bakelite
Pair man's hairbrushes in Tortoiseshell
Carrying cases for respirators in Rexine
CD uniform button in Bakelite
Telephone and desk pencil sharpener in Bakelite
NFS uniform button in Vegetable Ivory
Teapot handle and lid knob in Bakelite
Various electrical fittings in Bakelite and
Ministry of Food fish and spoons in Polystyrene
Formaldehyde
Plastic covered slide rule in Rexine cover
Ladyshave and vegetable shredder in green pearlised
Blood pressure monitor in brown Bakelite case
Formaldehyde
1920’s lampshade in Compathene
Victory badge in Perspex
Clear vision panel on respirator in Cellulose Acetate Ration book case in Rexine
RAF plastic belt buckle and shaped pocket container Postwar AFS lapel badge set in Perspex
for rations
Respirator eye-shields in Cellulose Acetate
Switchboard plugs in hard plastic (Bakelite?)
White RAF whistles (plastic rather than metal so they
Black and green ARP lampshades in Formaldehyde float)
"Genalex" economy light unit in Bakelite
1950’s/60’s Brownie 127 camera in Polycarbonate
Egg cups, ash trays, milk jug pourer, chair leg
coasters in coloured Bakelite
and of course....Nylons!
Roy Goodey Under Fire N.F.S. Museum

